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Have you ever heard the phrase "ice age"? lt refers to a long period of time when glaciers andice sheets cover large parts of the Earth. we are actualy tivrng i.,;;;;;;;,n"i, no*, ,r,,ice age began about 2'5 million years ago. Today, large areas of ice cover regionsiofAntarctica, the Arctic, and Greenland. I f 
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The climate changes multiple times during an ice age. lt alternates between glacia1 periods
and interglacial periods' During glacial periods of an ice age, temperatures are much colderthan they are today. lce sheets and glaciers expand, covering more .t in"-onr",.lnu""
periods can lasttens of thousands of years. The lastglacial period started about 120,000
years ago and ended about 11,500 years ago. During interglacial periods of an i.",ug", il-,"
dverage global temperature increases. tce sheets and glaciers get smaller. The climate is
warmer and wetter than it is during glacial periods. We are currenly living in an interglacial
period' lt started about 1 1,500 years ago - when the last glacial period 

"no"o. 
During an ice

age, glacial periods generally last much longer than interglacial periods.

Scientists don't completely understand what causes ice ages. But they do believe that one
important factor is the amount of light Earth receives rromlhe ,rn. wr,"n the nonn"r, orn "tthe world receives less sunlight, temperatures drop, and more water freezes into ice. This can
lead to the start of an ice age. when the northern part of the world r;;;; ;"r" ar, ,n;;, 
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working to learn more about how different factors may cause an ice age to begin and end.

CIA World Factbook
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climate cli mate

Definition
noun

1. the usual weather conditions in a place.

Aluska hcts u c'old clintate.

Advanced Definition
noun

, 1. the weather conditions most prevailing in a place, averaged over several years.

Antarctica hus tt colcl climctte.

2. a region defined by generally similar weather conditions.

W'e y'ill vac'atiort in a tropit,al c,limate thi,s winter.
.

3. the emotional, political, or social conditions prevailing in a place, time, or situation.

a c'limate oJ./eur and cle.spoir'

Spanish cognate

clima'. The Spanish word clima means climate.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

llclimates is the sky so blue.1. Only in tropicalclimates is the sky so blue.

2. The Eafih's surface is made up of many different climates. , :

3'Brazil'swarmctimateandbeautifulbeachesattractpeoplefromallovertheworld.

4.Climateisthekindofweatheraplacehasoveraperiodofyears.

5. The world i5 divided into differentclimate zones. These zones have similar weather patterns all throughout the

6. Until recently, warmer temperatures have occurred for natural reasons. Today, humans may be Changing the
climate and making it warmer.

7. Today many glaciers are either breaking apart or melting. Some scientists say this could be because ofclimate
change caused by humans.

8. Greenhouse gases trap the sun's heat close to Earth. Without the trees in the rain forest, the Earth's climate
would become much hotter.

9. Weather is never exactly the same everywhere. lt's always changing, and depending on whatclirnate you live

10. Another theory is that a gradual change iralimate occurred for thousands of years. Scientists believe that
winters became too cold. Summers became too hot for the dinosaurs to survive.

ReadWorks.org @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lno. All rights reserved.
Definltions and sample sentences within definitions are provided by Wordsmyth. @ 20'15 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved.
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factor fac tor

Definition
noun

1. one of the causes of something; something that makes a difference in a result.

Lo' ,er hr-tusittg costs \\'ere u.f actor in our tlecisirn lo move.

Advanced Definition 
l

noun

1. sometlling that has an influence on or is a partial cause of something that happens.

The e,lement of'surprise v)a.t cut irttportcutt./actor in rletennining the outcome of' I

the ltuttle

Several /actctrs led to the treukeniug of'the e(:onotn.t,. 
I

Her rlecisir-tn trt qrittvus infhtencecl b1'set,eral.fuc'tot',s, nr,tt jtt.st tlte fttc,t that she 
,

was passecl up /ot" ct pt'omotion.

2. one who works as an agent for another. 
I

3. in mathematics, one of two or more quantities that produce a given quantity when they are multiplied together;multiplicand 
,

Six and huo arejaclor.s of'twelvc. i

transitive verb

f . in mathematics, to express (a number) in terms of its factors

Spanish cognate

factor. The Spanish word factor means factor

TheseareSomeexampleSofhowthewordorformsofthewordareused:

1. Historically, there have been periods in which the Earth's temperature has slowly risen and cooled over
thousands of years. This is a natural process that can be caused by many factors, including changes in
radiation from the Sun, changes in the Earth's orbit, and volcanic activity. ,

2. "The single most importantfactor contributing to forest loss is population growth in Brazil," scientist Jim Bowyer
told Senior Edition. "Almost 2 million people make the forest their home."

3 But mythology was a significant influencing factor in the day-to-day lives of the people of ancient Greece. They
didn't have televisions or the lnternet.

ReadWorks.org . @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnG. All rights reserved.
Definitions and sample sentences within definitions are provided by Wordsmlh. @ 2015 Wordsmyth,. All rights reserved.
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period

Definition
noun

1. a section of time with a set beginning and end.

We v,ill be on vactttion for a period o./'three weeks.

2. a punctuation mark (.). lt is used at the end of a sentence or after an abbreviation.

Advanced Definition
noun

1. a specific, limited interval or span of time.

Ile's beett missittg /br u pct.itnl ol .si.r du.t,.:.

Yectrs, montlts, ctnd v'eehs at'e periocls o.f'tinte tltat rrtost o/'u.s recogtti:e.

2. an extended and indefinite span of time, as of an archaeological or historical era.

IeonardodaVinciV,0,lanortistof,theRenuis,s,ancc7leriod,ii

3. (cap.) a subdivision of a geological era that also corresponds to a particular rock system, and

tltc, A I gon ki u tt pc t'i ocl.

lVlt.t'u'et'e .ytu ah.sertt dtrt.irtg lililt lteriod?

5. a duration of time marked by the recurrence of a particular event.

The period of'the eurth'.y rotution is about tw,enty-firur hours.

6. a punctuation mark (.) used to indicate the end of a sentence or abbreviation. Alrolrsed after a
single word or phrase that captures the essence of a full sentence; full stop.

Yotr.fbrgot to put a gteriocl at tlte end of your setltence

adjective

1. of or perlaining to a particular historical period.

I ertjov period dt'amas ,set in England.

Readworks.org . @ 2020 Readworks@, lno. All rights reserved
Definitions and sample sentences within definitions are provided by Wordsmyth. o 2015 Wordsmyth. All ri.ghts reserved
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The actors y,ill be wearing period co,ttumes.

Spanish cognate

periodo. The Spanish word periodo means period.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:

1. A drought is a long period without rain.

2.ThisperiodinprehistoryiscalledtheStoneAge..
3. Over a long period of time, the wind wears down those rocks.

- - 
l-- 

--- ^--l- -a -t I rl4. A drought is a long period of dry weather, with little or no rain.

5. NASA hopes the moon mission will kick off a new era, or timeperiod, of space exploration.

6. They lived in villages, hunted food, and raised crops. The Mayas built their first pyramids
during this period.

7. The Mayan population grew. The Mayas built cities and studied math and science.,Toward the
end of the period, cities fought one another for land and other resources.

ReadWorks.org A 2020 ReadWorks@, lno. All rights reserved
Def,nitions and sample sentences withln definitions are provided by Wordsmyth. O 2015 Wordsmyth. All rights reserved
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Name: Date:

1. Throughout the Earth's history, there have been long periods of time when glaciers
andicesheetsCoVerlargepartsoftheEarth.Whataretheseperiodscalled?

A. dark ages

B. ice ages

C. cold ages

D. winter ages

2. The text describes and compares the glacial periods and interglacial periods of an ice
age. What is one way these periods are different?

A. The average global temperature is lower during an interglacial period than a glacial
one.

B. The average global temperature is higher during an interglacial period than a glacial
one.

c. lnterglacial periods normally last longer than glacial periods

D. More of the Earth is covered by ice sheets during an interglacial period than a glacial
one.

3. The Earth has undergone many changes throughout its history. What information
from the text best supports this statement?

A. The Earth may enter an ice age whenthe northern part of the world receives less
sunlight.

B. During :glacial periods, ice sheets and glaciers cover more of the Earth.

C. The Earth has had at least five major ice ages over billions of years.

D. Scientists are working to learn more about how different factors may cause an ice age
to begin and end.

4. Based on information in the text, what can be concluded about the Earth and the
sunlight it received 2.5 million years ago? ,

A.ThenorthernpartoftheEarthwasreceivingmoresunlight.

B. The Earth was receiving the same amount of sunlight throughout its different parts.

C. The southern part of the Earth was receiving no sunlight.

D. The northern part of the Earth was receiving less sunlight. l

ReadWorks.org O 2O2O Readworks@, lnc. All nghts reserved
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5. What is the main idea of this text?

lce Ages - Comprehension euestions

'jA. Today, large areas of ice cover regions of Antarctica, the Arctic, and Greenland.
B' lce ages alternate between glacial and interglacial periods as the rrn,r, .rimatechanges. .,rqvrqr Ysr ruLri

c' During an ice age, glacial periods generally rast much longer than interglacial periods.

,r?r"rx"important 
factor that may cause ice ages is the amount of light Earth receives

6. Read the following sentences from the text.

t-- '"During glacial periods of an ice age, temperatures are much colder than they are today.lce sheets and graciers expand, covering more of the pranet.,,
:

Basedonthetext,whatdoestheword',eXpand',mean?

A. get bigger

C. get warmer

D. get lost

7' choose the answer that best compretes this sentence. i l

lce ages alternate between two different periodS, 

- 

glacial periods and interglacialperiods.

A. namely

C. for'example

D. meanwhile

8' What happens when the northern part of the world receives less sunlight? :

9' Describe two ways glacial periods compare to interglacial periods. Use information

1o 
llow 

might the way the Earth is today compare to the way it was 100,000 years
ago? Use information from the text to support your answer.

ReadWorks.org .@ZO2O ReadWorks@, tni l,tt rfiil.Er"O
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Name:

1. What is a meaning of the word climate?

A' a mercantile establishment for the retail sale of goods or services
B. an urban area with a fixed boundary that is smailer than a city
c' the weather in some location averaged over some long per,iod of time

f . What is another meaning of the word climate?

A. a region of the Earth

B. the 2nd largest ocean

C. a man who is married

Please use each answer choice onty once. choose the one word that bestcompletes the sentence.

3. The team needed time to

A. climates

B. climate

C. acclimate

to the attitude.

4. The is different in different parts of the United states.
A. clirnates

.

B. climate

C. acclimate
:

5. People who live in hot

A. climates

B. climate

C. acclimate

Date:

'

often wear white or light-colored clothes.

6. Please write your own sentence using the word crimate.

7' What wsuld you like to remember about the meaning of the word climate so that you
can use it when you write or speak?

ReadWorks.org . A 2O2O ReadWorks@, lnc. Rll righls reserved
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Glues About the Continents
This text is adapted from an originar work of the core Knowtedge Foundation.

Later, during the 1g00s and early 1900s, geologists
studied rock layers on the continents. They made
additional intriguing discoveries. For example, rock
layers along the northern and eastern coasts of
South America match rock layers along Africa,s
western coast. Also, deposits of coal and salt in
eastern North America are similar to those in
southern Europe. -\

Geologists found fossirs of an ancient fern cailed
G/ossopferis in similar rock layers in Africa, lndia,
Australia, and South America. They found fossils of
an ancient reptile, Lystrosaurus, in both southern
Africa and lndia. rn South America and Africa, fossirs
of another ancient reptile, Cynognathus, turned up
directly across the Ailantic Ocean from each other.

All of these discoveries seemed to indicate that the
continents had once been joined-but how? 

Discoveries of rock rayers, as wer as coar andFurthermore, how had they become separated? satt, indicated that the continents had once been
Several scientists proposed explanations, but they ioined

were quite far-fetched. One involved a gigantic
eruption from the center of the earth that ripped all the land apart. Another suggested that part
of Earth's land broke away to become the moon and what was left became the continents.
Few people paid much attention to these ideas. A better explanation was needed, one with
evidence to support it' ln the early 1900s, Alfred Wegener provided just that.

Enter Alfred Wegener

As early as the 1400s, 1500s, and 1600s, people studying maps noticed somethinginteresting' They saw that several continents looked as if they might fit together like pieces ofa jigsaw puzzle.

.!

.*", .*

{
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including weather, astronomy, and cold,

scientific paper about similar fossils and

polar regions. Around

rock formations found

1910, Wegener read a

on different continents. He was

-q
-ld

intrigued by the mystery of the matching continents and he wanted to solve this mystery.

Wegener gathered evidence. He pulled together
discoveries made by many other scientists about
rock formations, fossils, and mountain ranges. polar

explorers had recently unearthed fossils of
G/ossopferis in Antarctica. Similar fossils had
previously been found in other parts of the world.
This seemed to indicate that ice-covered Antarctica
might once have been joined to South America,
Africa, lndia, and Australia. lt also meant that
Antarctica had once had a climate warm enough for
ferns to grow.

From this evidence, Wegener concluded that all the
present-day continents had been joined as one huge
landmass long ago. He understood, as with any new
discovery, that his conclusions might be altered or
challenged in the future by more evidence.
Nonetheless, he believed that the existing evidence
supported his conclusions.

Alfred Wegener

Readworks.org O2016ReadWorks@, lnc.All rightsreserved.Thisarticleisbasedonanoriginal workoftheCoreKnowledge@Foundationmadeavailable
through licensing under a creative Commons Attribution-NonConrmercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. This does not in Iny way imply that the Core
Knowledge Foundation endorses this work. This article is ltcensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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evidence ev i dence

Definition
noun

1. something that gives proof of or a reason to believe something.

The police searched fbr evidence at the scene of the crime.

Advanced Definition
noun

1. the basis for belief; that which constitutes proof of something.

Sciantists huve not )tet./bund evidenc'e q/'li/e on di.stant planets.

The police still have no solid evidence to back up tlteir theory.

The illegal tlrugs will be u.setl as evitlenc'e in c'ourt.

2. trace or indication.

His /ingerprirtt.s were evidenc:e o/ his hat,irtg been in the aportntent at sorne time.

3. factual information presented as testimony in a court of law.

Tvvo witnes,\es gave evidence that the sus;tect had threatened the y,ictim.

transitive verb

1. to make manifest or clear.

Havirtg lteard ubout the act'ident, he evidenced hi.s t'onc'ern over the child',s

t'onclitiort.

2. to support with evidence.

She eviclenc:ed her view's b.tt c'iting clinical stuclies.

Spanish cognate

evidencia. The Spanish word evidencia means evidence.

These are some examples of how the word or forms of the word are used:
ReadWorks.org . 42020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All rights reserved.
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2' Scientists are gushing over a new discovery by the Cassini spacecraft- evidence of water onone of Saturn's many moons!

3' They listen to evidence that is brought up. This evidence proves facts that can suggest theperson accused of the crime is either guiity or innocent. The jurv nas io Iisten to all of it.
4' There is interesting evidence to s.upport the theory of Pangaea. Scientists have found identicalplants and animals on continents tl-rat are ,;; ;;.i far apirt;ro, exarple, fossils of a reptilethat looked like a cross between a dog and snake, called cynognathus, have been found inboth South America and Africa.

ReadWorks Vocabulary _ evidence
1.''TheyonlyhadoneeyeWitnessreportandthat,snotenoughevidenc"ffi

find you guilty."

All rights reserved.
All rights reserved.
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explanation EX pla na

Definition

noun

1. the act or process of making something clear.

Her expranatk,t of the process herped me uttder'tatd it.

Advanced Definition
noun

1. the act, process, or result of explaining.

2. an interpretation.

3' a clarification or justification, often of behavior, that is aimed at bringing two persons orsidestogether.

Spanish cognate

explicacion: The Spanish word explicacion means explanation.

tic

These are some examples of
1. lt would give an explanation

things in song.

how the word or forms of the word are used:
of what was happening in the pray. The chorus arways exprained

2' Most geologists rejected the idea of continental drift because there was no explanation forhow it happened. For decades, wegener's hypothesis was rrarir,iy 
"iiti.i="0.3' Aaron was worried' He didn't have a strong alibi, an explanation for where he was that night.He told the court exactly what he was doin!, which was sitting at home alone, watching amovie he had recently rented online. He wJs especially excitJd to watch the movie, he said,because he had purchased a newtelevision thaiweek-ano naoiu.igott"n around to installingit in his home' He wasn't a thief, he wanted to say, but he silenily worried that no one wouldbelieve him.

Derinitions and sampre sentences within derin,ion,,.. o[""1igT|"#:?..8fr3:BiBliYr"jij3;I;. tllilS[[ i::",*.
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fossil fos sil
Advanced Definition

noun

1' the remains or trace of a living organism from an earlier geologic age, embedded in earth or rock.
2' something or someone that is outdated and cannot accommodate new ideas or practices.

adjective

1' of or pertaining to the remains or traces of living organisms of former geologic ages or the earth orrock layers in which such traces are found

/ossil remailrc

lit,ssil /ilel

Spanish cognate

fos/: The Spanish word fos/ means fossil.

These are some examptes of how the word or forms of the word are used:
1' once we started findingfossils, it got really exciting. we found fossils of bugs, fish, and smallplants.

' #Jjjfi:Sl ",jJ"",iftT:;,3:t"t" humans existed, dinosaurs ruted the earth. rheirfossits have been

3' Scientists recently found dinosaurfossits that are unlike any they had seen before. Fossils areremains of plants and animals that tiveO fong ago.

4' scientists have been able to learn a lot ab-out prehistoric people. How? They study the crues thesepeople left behind' The clues include fossils ,nJioori ouiilo-i,i il..,Jirorno ior thousands of years.
5' Most of the energy people use comes from coal, oil, and gas. They are called fossil fuels. Thosefuels come from fossils under the ground. Fossils are the remains of plants and animals that livedlong ago.

6' rhe dinosaur's fossils were actually found almost 30 years ago. They were put in a drawer forsafekeeping' A scientist took the fossils out a t"* y"rr. ago. He deciied to study them. That ledhim to make the discovery.

7' Dinosaurs died out 65 million ye{s ag.o..No people were alive during that time. Then how do weknow so much about dinosaurs? Peofile nrr" io,]no dinosaur fossili in the ground. Fossils areremains of plants and animals that lived long ago.

8' Jonathan's science teacher had also told him aboutfossils. They were the remains, hardened andmaintained in rock, of creatures that had gone extinct hundreds of thorsands years ago. whenscientists discovered dinosaurs, they were really discovering the fossilized bones of dinosaurs thathad been extinct for millennia.

Derinitions and sampre senrences within deflnition. 
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Name:
Date:

1' Long ago, when people studied maps, what did they notice?
A' The continents all looked as though they were the same shape and size.
B' Fossils of the same kind of lizard could be founde in lndia and Africa.
c' Rock layers from Eastern South America matched rock from western Africa.
D' The continents looked as though they courd fit together, like a puzzle.

2' This text lists and describes the evidence scientists used to conclude that the
continents were once joined' what is one piece of evidence scientists used to prove thisidea?

A' There was a gigantic volcanic eruption that caused the continents to split apart acrossthe Aflantic Ocean.

B' Fossils of an ancient reptile calledLystrosaurus, were found in southern Africa andlndia.

c' Parts of Earth's land broke off to become the moon and the land that was left becamethe continents.

D' scientists discovered fossils of ancient ferns that could survive in the freezingtemperatures. i

3' The text says, "ln South America and Africa, fossils of another ancient reptile,
cynognathus, turned up directly across the Aflantic ocean from each other.,'what
conclusion can be drawn based on this evidence?

A' Long ago, the ptace where the fossils were found in South America was connected tothe part of Africa where the fossils were found.
B' Long ago, the ancient lizardCynognathus was able to swim across entire oceans andsurvive in vasfly difterent lands.

C' Long ago, South America and Africa were connected, but they separated before thetime that Cynognathus lived.

D' Long ago, the separation of the continents caused the death of many ancient animals,like Cynognathus.

ReadWorks.org . A 2O2O Readworks@, lnc. All rights reserved
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from the text best supports this conclusion?

l;;, ji;Tffi:llntarctica misht once have been joined to south America, Arrica,

*,Ir:J::explorers 
had recently unearthed fossits of [the ancient fern]Giossopfen,s in

c' "similar fossils had previously been found in other parts of the world.,,
D' ""'wegener read a scientific paper about similar fossils and rock formations found ondifferent continents. "

5. What is the main idea of this text?

A' Alfred wegener was obsessed with learning the truth about the continents, dinosaursand ancient plants.

B' Scientists have been studying ancient plants and animals that can survive bothtropical and Antarctic climates.

c' Alfred wegener gathered evidence from many scientists' discoveries to conclude thatthe continents were one landmass long ago.
D' Several ancient lizard species were excellent swimmers and crossed the AflanticOcean several times.

6.PleasereadthefoIlowingsentencesfromthepassage.

"All of these discoveries seemed to indicate that the continents had once been joined-
but how? Furthermore, how had they become separated? several scientists proposed
explanations, but they were quite far-fetched. I...1 Few people paid much attention to
these ideas' A betterexplanation was needed, one with evidence to support it.,,

Based on the text, what does the word explanation most closely mean?

A. an idea about why something is a certain way
B. an exploration of a new or unfamiliar land

C. a mystery that cannot be solved

D. evidence that supports a certain idea

ReadWorks.org . @ 2o2o ReadWorks@, rni. nlrEii.EilJ
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7. Please choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Alfred Wegener wanted to solve the mystery of the matching continents, he
gathered evidence.

A. however

B. until

C. so

D. but

8. What evidence did Wegener use to help him conclude that the continents had been
joined together? Support your answer with at least two examples from the text.

9. The passage says that before Alfred Wegener, some people thought that part of
Earth's land broke away to become the moon and other people thought the continents
were blown apart by a gigantic eruption. However, few people paid attention to these
ideas. Why did many people ignore them?

10. The passage says that Alfred Wegener collected enough evidence to convince him
that the continents were joined together long ago. However, "He understood, as with
any new discovery, that his conclusions might be altered or challenged in the future by
more evidence."

Why is it important for scientists to support their conclusions with solid evidence?
Support your answer with details from the text.

ReadWorks.org @ 2020 ReadWorks@, lnc. All righls reserved
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Name:
Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word evidence?

A. grain ground and baked into loaves
B. your basis for belief or disbelief

C. the trailing part of a dress or gown

2. What is another meaning of the word evidence?

A. one who bears witness

B. a period of 100 years

C. an official position

Please use each answer choice only once. Ghoose the one word that bestcompletes the sentence.

3. I make my explanations based on

A. evident

B. evidence

C. evidences

D. evidenfly

E. evidenced

4. The idea of a community of men seemed to me naturar and serf _

A. evident

B. evidence

C. evidences

D. evidenily

E. evidenced

ReadWorks.org .@ZO2O ReadWorks@, tno-. ntt n-frffi
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5. But there are that "burning" is taking place.

A. evident
:

B. evidence

C. evidences 
i

D. evidently i ,

E. evidenced 
,

6. This is by the small number of checks they write.

A. evident

B. evidence

C. evidences

D. evidently

E. evidenced

7. Mary had had typhoid fever and not known that she had it.
,

A. evident

B. evidence

C. evidences

D. evidently

E. evidenced

8. Please write your own sentence using the word evidence

9. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word evidence so that
you can use it when you write or speak?

ReadWorks.org . @ 2O2O ReadWorks@, lnc. All rigffis reserved
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Magnetism - Magnets: Types and Uses

Magnets come in a wide variety with an equally wide variety of uses. The most common are
bars or disks. Because they stick to certain metals, these magnets are used to fasten and
latch things, like a cabinet door. Huge horseshoe magnets have a U shape. They are used to
move iron and steel scrap. Tiny magnets on audiotape and videotape store sound and
images.

Magnets are everywhere. They help to make life more convenient. They also help us to get
around more quickly. For example, many electrical motors require electromagnets to run. The
magnetic force that runs the motors is created when an electrical current flows through a coil
of wire. Motors with electromagnets help run many household appliances. The sarne
electromagnetic force is also used in the motors of cars, trains, and airplanes. 

i

Magnets are so useful they're even being used to improve the health of some people. rHuge
magnets in a special machine can now give doctors detailed pictures within the body. The
pictures help doctors find and treat problems inside the body, without having to make an
incision.

People's reliance on magnets only continues to grow. ln Japan, magnets are being used in
some amazing new ways. For example, Japan now has a special train that runs on magnets.
It literally levitates over the tracks. The magnetic force helps to provide a fast smooth ride.
Hopefully, America will have a train like this very soon

by ReadWorks
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ReadWorks Vocabulary _ current

cu rrent CUr rent

Definition,

adjective

1. of or,happening in the present time.

'My cttrrent nuntber i,t in the phone book.

noun

1' mass of riquid or air that frows in one direction.

It i,s hard to stt,int against tlte currertl.

The kite rose on u cttrrent o/.air.

2. the flow of electricity.

Copper wirc c,onducl.s t,urrent.

Advanced Definition
adjective

1. happening in or belonging to the present time.

Thi.s must he hi.s olcl phone nuntber; do you know ltis current one?

Do vou-/bllov, the current trends in./a,shion?

Here are the report.r.[or the current.fiscal veat..

2. in g-erlsral use at the present time.

He uses slang worcls tltat ore no longer current.

noun
:

1. the flowing movement of a body or mass of fruid or gas.

,The 

air cun'ents \4'ere too .rtrong to go u1t in the hot air balloon toclav.

Tlte oc'ean currents a.[/bct the speetl r.tf the ship. ]_ -.r___. v./ e,L, \,t.tt,. 
l

-^.-.:- --The currettr is' stronge.sr itt the nticrdre qf the strearl. 
.

2. the flow of electricity in a conductor.

Definitions and sampre senrences within defirrition.,," ol",:is"Jx',f::."R,11:BXli[,iif"t;ilft tiil[xi: i:::i]:!
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3. a trend or tendency.

Tlte current o/ opiniort is irt his fat,or.

Spanish cognate

corriente. The Spanish word corrientemeans current.

i

These are some examptes of how the word or forms of the word are used:
1' Things like the wind, the sun, and ocean currents are called renewable because they won,t goaway anytime soon. 

! v'| '|vvvsv'|v

2' The floods were the worst in the southern Asian nation's history. The powerfulcurrents flowedacroSSaboutone-fifthofthecountryandkilledmorethan1,ooop"oil;:,,"'lulrJLr!lF

3' sometimes, they waited for days. Then a messenger would come and say, ',Therels beEn awreck'" That happened a lot, eipecially at the start of winter when th;";;"lsiliwifo,anothe sailors were tired 
rrr'vr YYrrvrr

4' so right now the waves are sweeping in from the north, which means they are hittipg theMahimahi on the starboard sioe. trre"wru"r 
"i" 

medium sized, just under ten feet.iMeanwhilethe wind comes from the west at ten knots, hitting the ship's starboard bow. since theMahimahi is so big, you might think such *"u[ 
"rrrent 

and wind make no difference.

DefjnitionsandsampleSentenCeswithrndefinition.","pI"",?ddgTx.d;:..ffil:Bis1itrJ[emtlm



RgadWOfkS Magnetism - Magnets: Types and Uses. Comprehehsion euestions

Name: Date:

1. which sentence best describes the main idea of this pass age?

A. Magnets come in a wide variety with many uses.
i

B. Magnets are everywhere.
:i

C. Motors with electromagnets help run many household appliances.
D' Tiny magnets on audiotape and videotape store sound and images.

2. Which of the following is an opinion?

A. Hu$e horseshoe magnets have a U shape.

B. Hopefully, America will have a train like this very soon.

c. Many electrical motors require electromagnets to run.

D. Tiny magnets on audiotape and videotape store sound and images.

A. rarely

B. always

C. often

D. like to

4. According to the passage, you can tell that convenient means

A. easy

B. uncomfortable

C. difficult

D. solemn

5. The passage describes all of the following uses of magnetsexcepf

A. a latch for a cabinet door.

B. a motorfor a household appliance.

C. a device to predict powerful storms.

D. a machine that shows pictures within the body.

6. How might you describe Japan's use of magnets?
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Readl,Vorf,<s Magnetism - Magnets: Types and Uses - comprehension euestions
7' According to the passage, how have magnets herped ooctorsz

8' The question below is an incomplete sentence. choose the word that best completes
i'.the sentence. 
:

Many electrical motors require electromagnets to run the magnetic force thatruns the motors is created when an electricat current ftows through ; ;, ;i;;;" 
'""'

A. despite

B. against

C. across

D. since

9' Answer the following question based on the sentence below.

Magnets fasten and latch cabinet doors because they stick to certain metals.

ln the sentence, the word magnets best answers which question?

A. Who?

B. What?

C. Where?

D. Why?

ReadWorks.org . A 2O2O Readworks@, lnc. All nghts reserved
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ReadWortr<s Magnetism - Magnets: Types and Uses - Vocabulary: current

Name: Date:

1. What is a meaning of the word current?

A. belonging to the modern era

B. running or moving rapidly

C. with little or no sound

2. What rs another meaning of the word current?

A. most important

B. ordinary

C. as of now,i

i

Please use each answer choice only once. Ghoose the one word that best
completes the sentence. , I

3. However, until 2002, these three countries used different

A. currents
i

B. undercurrent

C. currencies

D. currency

E. crosscurrent
;

F. current

G. currently

4. lt was this that had created the

A. currents

B. undercurrent

C. currencies

D. cur:rency

E. crosscurrent

F. current

G. cur:rently

of fear.
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Magnetism - Magnets: Types and Uses - Vocabulary: current

5._, nny family is trying to decide whether or not to get a car.

A. currents
I

B. undercurrent

C. curiencies

D. currency

E. crobscurrent

F. current

G. currently

6.A is the flow of water through the ocean.

A. currents

B. undercurrent

C. currencies

D. currency

E. crosscurrent

F. current
,G. currently

7. That's because most countries have their own system of _, or money.

A. currents

B. undercurrent

D. currency

F. current

G. currently

I

i

il

1L
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8. The battled her every stroke.

A. currents

B. undercurrent

C. currencies

D. currency

E. crosscurrent

F. current

G. currently

9. Waves and marine

A. currents

B. undercurrent

C. currencies

D. cunency

E. crosscurrent

F. current

G. currently

carry litter to the beach.

10. Please write your own sentence using the word current.

11. What would you like to remember about the meaning of the word clrrrent
you can use it when you write or speak? .
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